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Abstract 

 

Present study is a master thesis in mechanical engineering at Karlstad University in cooperation with 

SEM AB. The objective for this study was to find and optimize the most important laser welding 

parameters for a pulsed Nd:YAG laser welding equipment to perform a hermetic sealing between a 

medium carbon steel actuator cover and a low carbon steel shim.  

The actuator is a part in the fuel injector for diesel engines which through this weld will be made 

compatible with the more aggressive fuel ED 95.  

Laser welding parameters such as effective peak power density, overlapping factor and different 

laser pulse profiles have been studied. Hardness in the weld, micro structures, weld dimensions as 

well as visual appearance has been evaluated. Vickers measurements and light microscope has been 

used. 

An increased overlapping factor up to 71-75% turned out to lower the hardness in the weld and also 

lower the range in the weld dimensions, thereby Peak power can be lowered to 0.5 kW as well. This 

can also help speeding up the welding process. Lower EPPD results in a smother weld surface but 

worse mixing of materials. This resulted in a carbon gradient in the weld. An EPPD around 13000 

W/mm2 gives a smooth weld surface and at the same time a good mix of welded materials. To lower 

the hardness in the weld it is more advantageously to increase the numbers of pulses per second 

than to elongate the heat treating tail of the laser pulse. 

  



Sammanfattning 

 

Denna studie är en masteruppsats för civilingenjörsexamen i maskinteknik vid Karlstad Universitet i 

samarbete med SEM AB. Syftet med studien är att finna och optimera de viktigaste 

lasersvetsparametrarna för en pulserad Nd:YAG lasersvetsutrustning för att kunna utföra en 

hermetiskt tät svets mellan ett statorhölje i medium-kolstål och ett shim i lågkolstål. 

Statorn är en del i bränsleinjektorn i dieselmotorer som genom denna påsvetsning blir kompatibel 

med det mer aggressiva bränslet ED 95. 

Larersvetsparametrar som Effektive Peak Power Density, överlappningsfaktor samt olika 

laserpulsprofiler har studerats. Svetsens hårdhet, mikrostruktur, mått och utseende har utvärderats. 

Vickersmätningar samt ljusmikroskop har använts. 

En ökad överlappningsfaktor till 71-75% visade sig sänka hårdheten i svetsen samt minska 

variationen i svetsens mått, därigenom kan även Peak power minskas till 0,5 kW vilket kan snabba 

upp svetsprocessen. Lägre EPPD ger en slätare svets och sämre sammanblandning av materialen 

vilket gav en kolgradient i svetsen. En EPPD runt 13000 W/mm2 ger en slät svetsyta men samtidigt en 

god omrörning i de svetsade materialen. För att sänka hårdheten i svetsen är det mer fördelaktigt att 

öka antalet pulser per sekund än att förlänga den värmebehandlande svansen i laserpulsen. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Jon Åkefeldt has under the spring semester 2017 performed this master thesis at Karlstad University 

in cooperation with SEM AB in Åmål. This is a master thesis for the Swedish civilingenjör exam in 

mechanical engineering with focus on materials including 30 hp. 

 

Employer:     SEM AB  

 

Supervisors at SEM AB:    Ph.D. Jakob Ängeby 

R&D Manager 

 

Andreas Johansson 

Product Manager 

 

Supervisor at Karlstad University:  Ph.D. Christer Burman 

      Research engineer 

      Department of Mechanical and Material Engineering  

      Karlstad University 

 

Examiner:     Ph.D. Jens Bergström 

      Professor 

      Department of Mechanical and Material Engineering  

      Karlstad University 

 

1.1 Background 
The Client SEM AB develops, produces and markets ignition systems for gas engines and small 

engines together with actuators and sensors. SEMs customers are engine and automotive industry 

worldwide and one of the products that are manufactured today is the XPI actuator. This is a 

component in the fuel injector for diesel engines. XPI should through further development be 

compatible with the ethanol fuel ED 95 by the welding of a shims of low carbon steel on top of the 

medium steel actuator cover. This is to protect an epoxy resin that would otherwise be destroyed by 

the new fuel. To detect that the weldings are hermetic enough, every actuator needs to be leak 

tested after welding. 

 

1.2 Task 
Evaluate and analyze the performance of a laser welding process that further development of the XPI 

calls. The welding equipment to be used is an Amada LW150A, a pulsed Nd: YAG laser. Installation 

engineers from Amada will be helpful with the launching of the welder. Work will include the analysis 

of the microstructure and hardness in the weld linked to the hermetic properties of the joint when 

the welding parameters are varied. The welding parameters shall be optimized to get the welding as 

hermetic as possible with low hardness. To be hermetic, the weld need to be free from cracks and 

pores that can connect the outside from the inside. 

 

1.3 Purpose 
Laser welding equipment is a new tool at SEM AB. The purpose of this thesis is therefore to bring 

new knowledge into the company and to be prepared for future changes if quality problems due to 

the weld will occur. It is also production preparation to verify the weld quality before the start of 

production in June 2017. 
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1.4 Objective 
The aim is to find the parameters that provide a stable and quality secured laser welding process in 

terms of leakage, visual defects, weld dimensions, hardness and microstructures before due date. 

 

1.5 Limitations 
This work shall correspond to 30 hp and last from 23/1 to 9/6 2017. During this time, literature 

survey, welding tests, microscope analysis, hardness measurement of samples and report writing 

shall be done.  
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2 Literature survey 

2.1 Laser welding 

Laser welding is a quick and energy effective way to connect steel parts. Workpieces can be joined at 

the surfaces in conduction welding or create deep welded seams in so called keyhole welding. In 

conduction welding, the laser beam melts the two parts to be joined along the joint. A welded seam 

coalesces and hardens from the molten metals of the two parts. Laser welding is used to connect 

thin-walled pieces for instance, corner seams at visible edges of housings, applications in electronics 

or to create deep welded seams [1]. 

Two common laser welding methods are CO2 and Nd:YAG laser (neodymium-doped yttrium 

aluminum garnet). The travelling speed of laser welding is generally higher than those of arc and 

plasma welding. Laser welding can produce a variety of joints in metals of thickness variations 

between 0,01-50 mm. The high power density forms a deep narrow keyhole which results in a deep 

narrow penetration weld [2]. Compared to CO2-welding, Nd:YAG has advantages such as higher 

energy absorption rate due to lower reflectivity, higher welding speed, and lower residual stress [3]. 

Different shielding gas such as He, Ar or N2 can be used, but laser welding can also be performed 

without any shielding gas [2]. Important for the gas delivery mechanism is to provide a laminar flow, 

as turbulence could draw in surrounding air. For welds under 1 mm weld depth, the gas type selected 

has little effect [4].  

Laser welding has gained great popularity as a joining technology with high quality, high precision, 

high performance, high speed, good flexibility and low distortion. It can also achieve robotization, 

reduced manpower and full automatisation. In order to properly apply pulsed or continuous wave 

(PW or CW) to welding it is important to know the specifications and capability of laser apparatuses, 

the factors affecting weld penetrations and welding defects, and the mechanisms and behavior of 

welding as well as to evaluate the weldability of materials and the mechanical properties of welded 

joints [2]. PW produces short pulses and compared to CW a lower amount of heat is transferred into 

the workpiece. The advantages compared to CW are higher efficiency and lower heat input, which 

leads to lower distortion [5]. An Nd:YAG laser only operates in in PW, diode lasers only operates in 

CW and fiber lasers can operate in both CW or PW [4]. In micro welding of thin foils, Nd:YAG pulsed 

laser welding is expected to be the method of choice because it allows more precise heat control 

compared with other processes and it reduces the heat-affected zone (HAZ), residual stress and the 

presence of discontinuities. The characteristics of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser welding system is periodic 

heating of the weld pool by an incident high peak power density pulsed laser beam that allow 

melting and solidification to take place sequential [6], see Figure 2.1.1.  For example, a 25 W pulsed 

Nd:YAG laser can deliver peak powers up to 5 kW during a few milliseconds [4]. The welding speed is 

defined by the focus diameter, the pulse repetition rate and the overlap. However, due to the very 

high peak power density involved in pulsed laser welding, the solidification time is less than that 

using a continuous laser or conventional welds [6]. For hermetic sealings, pulsed laser seam welding 

is a good choice. It is important though, that the overlapping factor of the spots is more than 70 % 

[5], see equation 1. Power ramping is another option in hermetic sealings. In Figure 2.1.2. a ramp 

down in the end of a circumferential weld is shown. It creates a smooth reduction of penetration at 

the end of the weld and minimizes the risk of cracks in the end due to higher solidification rate [4]. 

Another thing to have in mind is that the laser energy absorptivity in metals increases drastically with 

higher temperature in the metal surface which of course has great impact on overlapping in pulsed 

laser [5]. Continuously most focus will be on pulsed Nd:YAG laser in this literature survey. 
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Figure2.1.1. Schematic diagram of rectangular laser pulse shapes with parameters. See table 2.2.1. for explanation of 
abbreviations [5]. 

 

Figure 2.1.2. Ramp down in the end of pulsed laser welding with overlap [4]. 

2.2 Welding parameters and their effect on weld geometry 

Welding parameters can either be depending on the equipment such as shielding gas, maximum 

power and laser wavelength. The parameters can also depend on settings such as power, peak 

power, the welding speed, laser pulse energy, laser pulse duration, effective peak power density, 

Effective incident energy, pulse repetition rate or its inverse, pulse cycle time, laser spot size, laser 

pulse shape, overlapping factor, laser defocused distance, and the focal distance (the distance 

between laser head and workpiece), (Figure 2.2.1). Focal distance defines the beam cone angle in the 

focal point and decide how the width of the focal point and the laser intensity varies with the 

distance from the focus point. See Table 2.2.1. for the abbreviations of the Laser welding parameters. 

Materials physical properties such as reflectivity of the laser beam, thermal diffusivity, surface 

tension and volatile element content does also affect [7]. 
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Table 2.2.1. Laser welding parameters and their abbreviations 

 

During high-power deep-penetration laser welding of stainless steel, an increase of welding speed, 

decreases the width and depth of weld seam, and the geometry of weld cross section changes from 

big head shape to needle-like shape. In lap welding, the weld connection width defines the width of 

the weld in the junction of the two pieces see Figure 2.2.4. The change of focal position of laser beam 

lead to variations in molten metal behavior which results in different geometries of weld cross 

sections during laser welding. During high speed welding, when the focal point is below the surface 

(negative Df), the increase of weld width at a certain depth occurs, see Figure 2.2.2. [8]. The 

influence of laser spot diameter and welding speed on weld profile depth in stainless steel with a 10 

kW fiber laser was studied. When increasing the power density by narrowing the laser spot diameter, 

a greater weld profile depth can be produced in higher welding speeds. When the welding speed is 

low, the effect of power density on weld profile depth is small, even though the power has a great 

impact on the penetration, see Figure 2.2.3. [7]. 

 

 

Figure2.2.1. Defocused distance (Df) is the focal position according to material surface [8]. 
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Figure 2.2.2. Cross sections of keyhole weld seams with different welding parameters [8]. 

 

Figure 2.2.3. Influence of laser spot diameter and welding speed on weld profile depth in stainless steel [7]. 

Combinations of the process parameters Ep,tp, f, Ds and v determines whether the welding mode is 

keyhole or conduction [6]. These modes of welding are created by different EPPD and produce 

different results.  

To describe the EPPD value the overlapping factor has to be understood. As mentioned before, 

overlapping is important in PW to make a seam weld. The overlapping factor of pulsed welding is 

calculated as Equation 1.  

Of = [1- (v/f)/(Ds+v*tp)] x 100 (1) 

Because the heat input to an area not comes from only one single pulse but from overlapping pulses 

when the laser head moves a shorter distance between two pulses than the diameter of the laser 

spot size, one can expect that neither peak power density nor heat input alone can fully explain the 

behavior of laser pulsed welds. A cumulative factor F (Equation 2) is used to take into account the 

contribution of the set of pulses hitting the area of a spot. Which finally can be used to define the 
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EPPD (Equation 3) [9]. 

F = 1 + n{1 - (n+1)v/(2fDs)} n =[Dsf/v] (2) 

EPPD = Ppeak * 4F/(πDs2)  (3) 

At higher EPPD values, the weld has a deeper penetration like keyhole welding. While reducing EPPD, 

the weld shape changes to triangular and then suddenly it changes to become quite shallow 

conduction welding [9]. 

The depth of the weld penetration is controlled in part by the length of the pulse. The longer the 

pulse the more time heat has to “conduct” into the part. In conduction mode the welds are typically 

wider than they are deep, and heat is conducted radially from the point at the surface where the 

beam hit the material to form half a sphere, see Figure 2.2.4. [10]. That happens when the EPPD is 

too low to vaporize the surface material. The conductive weld is free from Undercut, porosity and 

spatter. When EPPD is higher, the material starts to vaporize and a plasma filled keyhole is formed. 

The keyhole reflects the laser beam like an optical fiber and leads it downwards. [5] The laser 

absorptivity in the keyhole reaches directly almost 100% [4]. As the laser heating efficiency runaway, 

the aspect ratio (depth to width ratio) increases. Heat is conducted radially from the cylindrical 

shaped keyhole. 

 

Figure 2.2.4. Typical conduction mode weld, where the width is greater than the depth. The weld connection width in this lap 
joint is the distance in the figure where the gap (black line) between the two pieces is missing [10]. 

Because of this, the EPPD value where evaporation of material starts is called the threshold value and 

above the threshold value it is defined as keyhole mode, and below threshold value it is defined as 

conduction mode, [5]. When welding in medium carbon steel S45C with a CW Nd:YAG laser, it is 

shown that the keyhole begins to open at 1320 W and the aspect ratio exceeds 1,0 at 1500 W [3]. A 

few studies have shown that there exists a transition zone between the conductive zone and the 

keyhole zone where the weld shape changes to triangular [5], [9]. In that zone the modes are called 

transition mode and penetration mode, see Figure 2.2.5. One way to find the transition zone in PW 

found by [5] is to plot the aspect ratio against the energy density (Equation 4).  

Ed = 4 Ep/(πDs2)  (4) 

In Figure 2.2.6. the curves with different pulse duration, all shows a flat region between 2500-3000 

J/cm3 where the extra added energy density is used to try to open the keyhole. When the keyhole 

suddenly opens, an increase of absorption due to the multiple reflections of the laser beam inside 

the keyhole makes the aspect ratio to increase quickly as it changes to penetration mode [5]. 
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Figure 2.2.5. The four different laser welding modes (a) conduction mode (b) transition mode (c) penetration mode (d) 
keyhole mode [5]. 

 

Figure 2.2.6. The four different welding modes defined as aspect ratio as a function of Energy density [5]. 

Chelladurai et al [5], found that it could be distinguished without destruction what kind of weld mode 

it was in PW. In conduction mode the overlapping beds are circular and the surfaces are smooth and 

aesthetic because no vaporization occurs. The heat is transferred through conduction only, see 

Figure 2.2.7.(a). In the transition zone the weld bed get distorted by the start of keyhole formation 

and the weld beds gets an elliptical appearance, see Figure 2.2.7.(b). The more distortion from the 

formation of keyhole the more uneven appearance of the weld beds. In the penetration mode it is 

harder to distinguish the overlapping beds from each other, see Figure 2.2.7.(c). In Keyhole mode the 

molten material flow around the keyhole and evaporation of material disturbs the surface patterns 

even more. The weld bed show an even more uneven and slightly spattered appearance, see Figure 

2.2.7.(d). 
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Figure 2.2.7. Weld bed appearance in different weld modes [5]. 

The gap in a lap joint is of great importance. Because there is no filler material, the gap has to be 

filled by material from the pieces to be joined. If the gap is too big, there is not material enough to 

bridge the gap or the weld will be underfilled. As a rule of thumb the gap should never exceed 20% of 

the thinnest part in a lap joint [4]. The gap also has effects on porosity, see section 2.5. 

Ventrella V. A. et al [6], showed in thin foil lap joint welding of stainless steel in conduction mode 

that laser pulse energy effects microstructural and mechanical properties. The work also showed that 

the result is very sensitive to the presence of gaps between the foils which entails bad heat transfer 

between the foils which is seen in figure 2.2.8. (a) and (b). If the gap is wider, like what the heat 

expansion did to the pieces in Figure 2.2.8. (e) the welded joints end up with more deeply concave 

underfills. When the pulse energy was increased on the other specimens, a connection region 

between the two foils was observed, as shown in Figure 2.2.8. (c) and (d). These specimens 

presented excellent conditions for laser seam welding. In Figure 2.2.8. (e) and (f), an increase 

occurred with a depression at the top and a penetration bead. The concavity increased 

proportionally to the pulse energy (Ep). Moreover, it was evident that specimens welded with high 

pulse energy undergo deformation during joint welding, which causes a large bending moment. 

Areas near the heat source of the upper foil are heated and expanded more than areas away from 

the heat source or regions of the lower foil. After the foil cools to the initial temperature, the final 

deformation remains. In Figure 2.2.8. (f) excessive burn through occurred and melt material was 

falling out from the joint. As melted material where falling down there were less heat left on the top 

and the Dw was decreasing. Dw, Dc and Dd increased as the laser pulse energy increased, and then 

decreased at the end because of burn through, see Figure 2.2.9. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.bibproxy.kau.se:2048/science/article/pii/S092401361000186X?np=y&npKey=874708b1276030ec6a2ba176ee8172561840788c7aaa0566adea5175c6db9661#fig6
http://www.sciencedirect.com.bibproxy.kau.se:2048/science/article/pii/S092401361000186X?np=y&npKey=874708b1276030ec6a2ba176ee8172561840788c7aaa0566adea5175c6db9661#fig6
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Figure 2.2.8.Cross sections of lap joints made with pulsed Nd:YAG laser welding with different pulse energies. Laser weld 
parameter: incident angle = 90°, focal position = 0, pulse duration 4 ms and laser Pulse energy at: (a) 1.0 J, (b) 1.25 J, (c) 1.50 
J, (d) 1.75 J, (e) 2.0 J and (f) 2.25 J. All figures have the same magnification as shown in (f) [6]. 

 

Figure 2.2.9. The effect of pulse energy on the weld profile width (BD), weld connection width (CW) and weld profile depth 
(BD) of the weld metal [6]. 

2.3 Microstructure 

Increasing Ppeak in effect acts in the same way as increasing the preheat temperature of the metal 

when the next pulse hits the workpiece. Therefore cooling rate decreases and coarse dendrites 

appears in the solidification microstructure. When variating the EPPD by changing the Of, Malek 

Ghaini et al [9] showed that the point of the previous pulse is annealed by the heat affected zone 

(HAZ) of the following pulse when the Of increases. With high Of, each pulse is not completely 

solidified individually and so pulsed laser welding becomes more like continuous welding. In these 

conditions, cooling rate decreases and the solidification structure becomes coarser with the 

columnar grains (epitaxial growth) phenomena. Micro hardness measurements support the above as 

the range of hardness variation within the weld spot is minimized at high overlapping indexes 

indicating homogeneity in the weld properties. 

Ventrella et al [6] also showed that the HAZ extension is greater the higher the laser pulse energy is. 

That is because the more heat input, the greater area it can affect. By the same reason, the HAZ is 

greater on the top of the welds than in the bottom. An increase of laser pulse energy also coarsen 

the grains in the HAZ. That can be explained by the decrease in cooling rate during solidification that 
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allows more time for grain coarsening. Figure 2.3.1. (a) shows the solidification structure of the 

fusion line where the unmelted base metal grains are nucleation sites for the fusion zone epitaxial 

growth, which are perpendicular to the fusion line. Figure 2.3.1.(b) shows the coarse grains in the 

HAZ and the smaller grains further away from the fusion line. When comparing thick and thin foil 

welding it can be seen that the grains in the HAZ coarsen with decreasing foil thickness. This shows 

that the volume of the parts plays an important role during the welding thermal cycle. As the volume 

of the metals decreases, the time to cooling increases and the HAZ appearance coarsens. 

 

Figure 2.3.1. Typical optical microstructures of the fusion zone (a) and heat-affected zone (b) of an austenitic stainless steel 
AISI 316L welded joint [6]. 

In conduction and transition modes cellular microstructure are observed. In the keyhole mode the 

epitaxial growth at fusion zone changes to cellular dendritic structure towards the center of the 

keyhole where it gradually changes to equiaxed grains through the whole length of the keyhole, see 

Figure 2.3.2. In penetration mode a mixture of cellular and cellular-dendritic structure is also found, 

but in the penetration mode there is a lack of equiaxed grains in the bottom. 

 

Figure 2.3.2. Microstructure in keyhole [5]. 

Pekkarinen J. et. al. [13] found out when they were investigating which microstructures that were 

developed in laser welding depending on welding parameters that formation of martensite in the 

grain boundaries between ferrite grains was usual in ferritic stainless steels, see Figure 2.3.3. 
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Figure 2.3.3. Martensite formation between ferrite grains in 1.4016 ferritic stainless steels [13]. 

Medium carbon steel consists of a mix of ferrite and perlite grains, see Figure 2.3.4. When heated 

above the A1 line in Figure 2.3.6, the perlite is transformed to austenite while the ferrite remains 

intact. Over the A3 line everything is transformed to austenite. If the cooling is quick enough (under 

500◦C in one second) the austenite is transformed to martensite, see Figure 2.3.5. [15]. 

 

Figure 2.3.4. Medium carbon steel with ferrite and perlite [14]. 

 

Figure 2.3.5 Martensite in 0.35% carbon steel water quenched [14]. 
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Figure 2.3.6. Cut out of Iron-Carbon equilibrium diagram [16]. 

2.4 Spitting/Spatters and Humping 

In CW spitting and humping more often appears. From Figure 2.2.3. it can be seen that power density 

in high speeds also affects spatters and humping. With a medium high power density of fiber laser, a 

nice convex weld profile surface were produced. But when the power intensity increased, humping 

developed, see Figure 2.4.1. It was assumed that strong backward melt flows origin from laser 

induced plume and high surface tension combined with a very narrow bead width was causing the 

humping. On the other hand,  when the power density were too low and the welding speed 

exceeded 10 m/s, large spatters were produced which resulted in underfilled weld beads. With lower 

welding speed the weld pool were bigger and the spatters more often landed back in the weld bead 

and rejoined it, and the underfill decreased, see Figure 2.4.2. [7]. Two ways to suppress the humping 

is proposed. The first one is to widen the molten pool by a negative Df. The second one is to change 

from partial to full penetration, which will minimize the upward pressure [2]. 
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Figure 2.4.1. Humping results from high-speed video camera observation of molten pool surface at high power density [7]. 

 

Figure 2.4.2. Evolving of spatters and underfilled weld beds when welding speed is high and power density is low [7]. 

In PW laser welding spattering appears from a small tolerance of a melt around the keyhole when 

the keyhole is developed in a small molten puddle. Therefore, to inhibit spattering in spot welding, a 

relatively larger molten pool should be formed, and the laser pulse profile should have a gradually 

increasing power density so as to slowly deepen the keyhole [2]. 

2.5 Porosity 

In keyhole mode porosity can develop from evaporated material or shielding gas following the 

molten pool flow from the bottom of the key hole. Different disturbance in the keyhole can affect 

the eddies in the molten pool flow so the bubbles can´t reach the surface and escape.   

When the welding speed is too low the walls of the keyhole can collapse due to instability in the 

liquid walls. Downfalling liquids can enclose gasses in the bottom of the former keyhole. When the 

laser beam milliseconds later evaporates the liquid of the former wall, the recoil pressure of 

evaporation presses the liquid further down, and mixing currents will occur. When the welding speed 

increases, an intense evaporation from the bottom of the keyhole can produce bubbles that 

sometimes can reach the surface of the welding pool and disappear. The surface tension in the liquid 

material has a great effect in the stability of the keyhole, and hence the formation of pores. When 

the welding speed increases further, the keyhole and the weld bead gets more narrow, and stability 

increases, see Figure 2.5.1. Evaporated material than follows the keyhole in a steady stream upward 

leaving a porosity free or nearly free weld [2].  
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Figure 2.5.1. Formation of porosity depending on speed and power [7].  

In CW YAG laser welding of stainless steels, shielding gases of Ar and He have resulted in porosity, 

where the gasses also have been detected within the pores. Using of N2 as shielding gas have shown 

no porosity. That is either because of reacting with Cr vapor in the keyhole or because of its high 

solubility in the molten pool material [7]. 

Thou bubbles causing porosity are normally formed from the tip of the keyhole, [7] proposes and 

have proven the effectiveness of the following solutions to minimize porosity: 

 Full penetration welding, 

 proper pulse modulation 

 forwardly tilted laser beam 

 twin-spots laser welding 

 vacuum welding 

 the use of tornado nozzle 

 hybrid welding with laser and TIG or MIG at high arc current  

 high speed welding. 

When Yoo et al [3] studied laser welding in medium carbon steel S45C with a CW Nd:YAG. It was 

found that calculation of effective incident energy (Equation 5) could anticipate voids, hot cracks and 

porosity defects, see Figure 2.5.2. If the effective heat input ranges from 275 J/mm0,5s0,5 to 435 

J/mm0,5s0,5, defect free joints can be produced. 

Qeff = Ep / v0,5  (5) 
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Figure 2.5.2. (Left) Depth of penetration and presence of voids, hot cracks and porosity defects depending of effective 
incident energy, using a CW Ng:YAG laser in medium carbon steel. (Right) Microstructure of the vicinity of the welded area 
with Qeff = 465 J/mm0,5s0,5 showing hot cracks [3]. 

Meng. W et al [11] investigated how the influence of gap between pieces in a lap joint affect porosity 

in CO2- welding. With increasing gap, the quasi stationary keyhole and weld bead was impaired 

successively, resulting in an increase of porosity, see Figure 2.5.3. When the gap was big enough, the 

bubbles could escape through the gap and the porosity disappeared. But the gap also led to a huge 

underfill, see Figure 2.5.4. 

 

Figure 2.5.3. Gap size is influencing porosity [11]. 
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Figure 2.5.4. Cross section photos of weld showing how gap size affects the porosity and underfill [11]. 

In Figure 2.5.5. a schematic representation of the gap influenced keyhole is shown. Figure (a) 

presenting a small gap and a quasi-stable keyhole regime. The few bubbles that are formed at the tip 

are easily following the flow through the fine gap up to the surface. As the gap is increasing the 

molten pool can be split into three parts as shown in Figure (b). A lower part below the gap, a middle 

part in the gap level and an upper part over the gap. The middle part is separating the molten flow 

hindering the bubbles to reach the surface. One eddy will remain in the lower part leaving root 

porosities, seen in Figure 2.5.4. In the gap more gases will be trapped inside of bubbles because of 

the disturbance in the keyhole, leading to gap porosities, also seen in Figure 2.5.4. The upper part on 

the other hand will never be passed by any bubbles when the molten pool is effectively split into 

three parts. The best way to reduce porosity is to maintain a small gap during lap welding. If that is 

difficult to maintain, high welding velocity will improve porosity [11]. 
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Figure 2.5.5. Schematic presentation of currents and eddies in molten pool flow with different gap size [11]. 

In spot welding with pulsed YAG laser with a rectangular pulse shape, porosity may happen when the 

penetration is deep or the pulse time is very short. Porosity is then formed easily in the middle or in 

the bottom part of the weld fusion zone. To rapidly terminate laser power when the Keyhole tip 

reaches the molten pool bottom may cause root porosity due to rapidly down falling of liquid metal. 

When the laser power is terminated by fluctuation of the keyhole, porosity can be formed near the 

middle of the spot weld, see Figure 2.5.6. It is easy to imagine how the keyhole shivers from 

competing forces from the surface tension and the gas pressure and how the abrupt laser power can 

encapture gasses when the walls falls in. Experimenting with defocused distance may solve the 

problems. Another way is to change the shape of the pulse pattern. With a saw like pulse shape, see 

Figure 2.5.7, porosity can be thwarted by slow closure of the keyhole due to gradually decrease of 

the laser power. The first saw-tooth gradually increase in laser power is fore prevention of 

spattering. The subsequent saw-teeth can variate the depth of keyhole and let the keyhole gradually 

change from deep to shallow. The last saw-tooth is used for slow closure thou bubbles from a 

shallow keyhole are more easy to keep from formation of porosity [2]. 
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Figure 2.5.6. Pictures of porosity in the middle and in the root of the weld in stainless steel. Schematically pictures show how 
they appear [2]. 

 

 

Figure 2.5.7. The impact different saw shaped laser pulses has on a spot weld. None of the patterns leads to porosity. 
Pattern A leads to a slightly underfill, pattern B leads to underfill with spattering and pattern C leads to a soft start without 
spattering and a slow closure without porosity [2]. 

If steel specimens to be joined with laser welding are prepared with laser cutting including O2, the cut 

surfaces are covered with oxide films. Consequently porosity will form easily ( FeO + C → Fe + CO ) 

when carbon oxide is produced during the remelting of the oxide film. To prevent this form of 

porosity, Al, Ti, Mn and Si may be used as deoxidation elements [2]. 

2.6 Mechanical properties 

Earlier mentioned welding defects such as cracking, porosity and underfill may reduce tensile 

strength, elongational strain and fatigue strength by increasing an actual applied load and by stress 

concentrations. Therefore the prevention of welding defects is essential to improve mechanical 

properties. 
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An important measure in medium carbon steels is the maximum hardness developed in the weld. It 

helps evaluate the weld zone ductility and the susceptibility to cold cracking and solidification 

cracking. Often 400 HV is set as an acceptable value. For higher welding speeds the maximum 

hardness is generally observed in the centerline, but at lower speed it may occur in other locations 

[12]. In normal carbon steels, the welds are hardened due to the quick cooling rates in laser welding. 

The cooling rates are quick because of the low heat input and small HAZ compared to the big volume 

of cooling material surrounding the weld. This will result in a weld that has higher strength but lower 

ductility than the base material. If the base material already consists of quenched and tempered high 

tensile strength steel, the extra heating from the laser weld can make areas around and in the weld 

to lose hardness or strength compared to the base material. To prevent the loss of hardness and 

strength, higher welding speed is proposed to minimize heat input [2]. 

If the hardness of the weld is for example desired not to succeed 350 HV. Figure 2.6.1. suggests 

which welding technique that puts in an adequate amount of energy to slow the cooling rate enough 

according to the carbon equivalent of the steel. If the Carbon equivalent reaches 0,4 %, it's hard to 

keep the hardness under 450 HV with laser welding. Preheating in 500°C is not unusual when laser 

welding steels with a carbon content of 0,4 % [12]. 

  

Figure 2.6.1. Shows how absorbed welding energy (Ed) affects hardness depending of carbon equivalent [12]. 

2.7 Cracks 

During laser welding, the metal has to endure thermal cycling in form of heating, melting, 

evaporation, solidification and cooling. This leads to volume changes of thermal expansion and 

contraction which can lead to distortion and cracks in the weld. The more heat input the greater the 

risk. In thin plates warping, longitudinal distortion and buckling deformation is more common. 

Solidification cracking is high temperature cracking in the weld fusion zone, see Figure 2.7.1. It may 

happen due to rotary deformation during welding near the edge of thin plates. To redress problems 

like this a rigid fixture could be a solution. In the HAZ, the same type of cracking is called liquation 

cracking, see Figure 2.7.2. This cracking phenomena may occur along grain boundaries. Especially 

solidification cracking can easily occur during spot welding with a pulsed laser. This is because 

microsegregation and formation of low solidification temperature liquid films covering the grain 

boundaries. This makes the choice of proper materials and the process to minimize strain or tensile 

load during welding very important [2]. To prevent solidification cracking the following material 

parameters should be avoided: a coarse microstructure, the presence of elements which promotes 

the formation of low strength grain boundary films such as sulphur, phosphorus, niobium, nickel and 
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boron and a wide solidus-liquidus temperature range. Different factors in laser welding that prevents 

solidification cracking are: low energy input to avoid a coarse microstructure and long time for 

diffusion and microsegregation, a low welding speed to avoid a centerline region in the middle of the 

weld bead where the columnar dendrites grow to meet which cannot take so much solidification 

strains. [12] In Figure 2.7.3. these parameters influences are shown. To suppress solidification 

cracking in PW welding, the irradiation conditions of tailing laser power should be optimized to make 

the area of the solid/liquid mixed zone as narrow as possible, see Figure 2.7.4. [2]. 

 

Figure 2.7.1. Solidification cracks in the weld fusion zone of A2090 alloy plate [2]. 

 

Figure 2.7.2. Liquation crack in HAZ of A2090 alloy plate [2]. 

Cracking which occurs below 300⁰C is defined as cold cracking. In medium and high carbon steels this 

may happen in the form of quenching cracking due to formation of brittle martensite or cementite 

during welding which make the weld hardness higher. Cold cracking can also come in the form of 

restraint cracking, when the restraint stress is higher. Cold cracking can also come from combinations 

of these causes. To prevent cold cracking pre or post heating is effective as it slows the cooling 

process and inhibit formation of martensite [2]. 
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Figure 2.7.3. Schematic drawing of how laser welds are affected by various factors in solidification cracking [2]. 

 

Figure 2.7.4.  Laser pulse shape starting with a rectangular pulse followed by a tailing laser power [2]. 

2.8 Poor surface 

Sometimes the plume from the keyhole containing vaporized metals can be deposited on the 

surface. The surface than looks dirty or rough. This problem could be helped with a proper amount of 

an inert shielding gas with a correct flow that hinders the vapor to condense at the surface [2]. 

2.9 Evaporation loss of alloying elements 

During laser welding evaporation of material occurs. The material contents with the lowest 

vaporization temperatures are the ones to decrease most. For steel such an alloying component is 

Mn. To reduce this change of material welding in higher speed is an option [2]. 
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3 Methods 

3.1 Equipment  

The welding equipment used is an Amada LW150A, a pulsed Nd: YAG laser. The welding parameters 

are shown in table 3.3.1. 

 

To detect that the weldings are hermetic enough, a helium bomb chamber controlled by the trace 

gas filler, Inficon TGF11 will be used. A pallet of 60 welded parts will be put in the chamber for one 

hour with four bar overpressure. Afterwards a helium leak detector, Inficon UL 1000 will be used to 

detect if the leakage from welded seam is less than 1*10-8 mbar∙L/s or not. A leak value less than that 

is defined as OK and a leak value that is higher is defined as not OK. 

 

3.2 Materials, dimensions and the execution of the weld 

The actuator cover consists of 0.43% carbon steel machined out of a rod that is hardened and 

tempered in the center and as received on the outside, see Figure 3.2.1. See Table 3.2.1. for chemical 

contents of the welded materials. In the actuator cover a coil and a core is mounted and epoxy 

potted. The shim is 100 μm thick and consists of a low carbon steel and is welded onto the actuator 

to prevent the fuel ED 95 from penetrating the epoxy potting. For shim dimensions see figure 3.2.2. 

There is one weld on the outer diameter called “od-weld”, to connect the shim to the actuator cover 

outside, see detail D in Figure 3.2.3. There is also a weld on the inner diameter, called “id-weld” to 

connect the shim to the center of the actuator cover, see detail E in Figure 3.2.3. A photo of the parts 

and assembly is shown in Figure 3.2.4. 

 

Figure 3.2.1. Actuator cover machined out of a rod with a hardened and tempered tower in the center and as received on 
the outside. 
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Figure 3.2.2. Dimensions of the shim. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2.3. Cross section of actuator (upper left) and location of welds (detail C) where id-weld is located in detail E and od-
weld is located in detail D. Balloon 1 is actuator and balloon 2 is shim in detail E and D. 
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Figure 3.2.4. The epoxy potted actuator with the shim on the side (left). The od and id welded actuator (right). 

A pin is put in the center of the actuator to position the shim. Than a current is added to the coil in 

the actuator to press the shim close to the actuator. 29 tack welds are performed around the od to 

keep the position and to avoid the shim from deformation due to heat expansion during the 

hermetic welding. After the tack welds the pin is removed before the hermetic od weld and the 

hermetic id weld are performed, see Figure 3.2.5.  

 

Figure 3.2.5. Pin removed from the center hole after tack welding. 
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Table 3.2.1. Chemical content of welded parts 

 

 

 

3.3 Welding parameters and layout of the tests 

Original welding parameters for this application was recommended and set by the Amada Company 

who was told to deliver a turnkey solution, see Table 3.3.1. The bottleneck in the sett up from the 

welding process to the leak tester is the welding process which takes approximately 6 min and 20 s to 

complete four pieces. Therefore I want to evaluate parameters that completes the welding in the 

same time or faster. The welding speed is limited by the power of the Amada LW150 which can 

perform 50 W. The power is received from the laser pulse energy and the pulse repetition rate, see 

Equation 6.  

P = Ep * f  (6) 

The laser pulse energy is received from the area of the laser pulse shape in a Peak power/Time 

diagram, see Figures 3.3.1. and 3.3.2. 

 

Figure 3.3.1. The shape of the original laser pulse for the hermetic weld with a high peak power and a decreasing tail. When 
calculating the area under the function, a laser pulse energy of 3.3 J is received. 
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Figure 3.3.2. The shape of the laser pulse for the tack welding consists only of a tail with half the time compared to the 
hermetic weld. The laser pulse energy is 1.25 J. 

 

Table 3.3.1. Laser welding parameters as they were recommended by Amada 

 

In the tests I want to evaluate how a decrease in laser pulse energy could be used to either increase  

the feed rate or the overlapping factor while staying under the power limit of 50 W. i.e. shoot at the 

same spots but go faster or keep the speed but shoot with a closer distance.  

All the tests are to be performed during three days when the Amada stuff are visiting and can be 

helpful with the programming of the weld equipment. No cross sections can be made between the 

tests, and the variation of parameters can therefore not be changed du to other results than what is 

visible from the outside. 

In the first set of tests the design of the laser pulse shape comes from the hypothesis that the laser 

pulse shape consists of a welding rectangular pulse in the beginning and a post heat treatment tail in 

the end to avoid extreme cooling rates and solidification cracking. Instead of letting the tail in the 

original laser pulse shape, see Figure 3.3.1, be uncertain when it changes from welding to post heat 

treatment, I wanted to distribute the energy between the peak power area and tail area to receive a 

lower laser pulse energy but still get the same welding dimensions and low amount of defects 

inspired by the pulse shown in Figure 2.7.4. See Figures 3.3.3- 3.3.5. The changes affected the 

different welding parameters as can be seen in Table 3.3.2. The green fields are the ones that were 

changed and manipulated to receive a peak power just under 50 W. 
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Figure 3.3.3. The laser pulse shape in sample 2 and 3 generates a laser pulse energy of 2.4 J. 

 

Figure 3.3.4. The laser pulse shape in sample 4 and 5 generates a laser pulse energy of 2.6 J. 

 

Figure 3.3.5. The laser pulse shape in sample 10 and 11 generates a laser pulse energy of 2.55 J. 
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Tabell 3.3.2. The welding parameters used for the different samples in the first set 

 

In the second set of tests evaluation of how changing the shape of the laser pulse but keeping the 

laser pulse energy by lowering the peak power and elongate the tail was made. See Figures 3.3.6-

3.3.10. The changes affected the different welding parameters as can be seen in Table 3.3.3. The 

green fields are the ones that were changed and manipulated to receive a laser pulse energy of 3.3 J. 

 

Figure 3.3.6. The laser pulse shape in sample 20 generates a laser pulse energy of 3.3 J. 

 

Figure 3.3.7. The laser pulse shape in sample 21 generates a laser pulse energy of 3.3 J. 
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Figure 3.3.8. The laser pulse shape in sample 22 generates a laser pulse energy of 3.3 J. 

 

Figure 3.3.9. The laser pulse shape in sample 23 generates a laser pulse energy of 3.3 J. 

 

 

Figure 3.3.10. The laser pulse shape in sample 23.5 generates a laser pulse energy of 3.3 J. 
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Table 3.3.3. The welding parameters used for the different samples in the second set 

 

A third set of tests were made to see if the elongation of the tails in the second set was doing any 

improvement on the hardness or if it would be better to keep the original tail length and instead 

speed up the process, see Figure 3.3.11. The changes affected the different welding parameters as 

can be seen in Table 3.3.4. The green fields are the ones that were changed and manipulated to 

receive as short welding time as possible. 

 

Figure 3.3.11. The laser pulse shape in sample 29 generates a laser pulse energy of 2.5 J and should be compared to Sample 
22 which has the same peak power. 
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Table 3.3.4. The welding parameters used for the different samples in the third set 

 

 

3.4 Analytical work and sample preparation 

One actuator were welded from each required sample. 

After the welding process the actuators were marked up and checked in a tabletop computer 

microscope. Pictures were taken to compare the visual appearance of the welds.  

The actuators were collected on a 60 pieces pallet for the helium bomber where they were put in 4.0 

bar overpressure for 60 minutes. When released from the bomb chamber, they rested for 5 minutes 

before the leak tester. The leak tester is a go/no go test which cannot be used for quantitative 

analysis. It indicates “FAIL” if the leak value exceeds 1∙10-8 mbar∙L/s and “OK” if the leak value is 

lower. 

Sample preparation were performed in the lab at Karlstad University. The actuators were first cut in a 

big cutting machine to get rid of the uninteresting part, then the weld were cut in a smaller cutting 

machine to reveal the weld profile. The pieces were hot molded into Durofast before grinding. Each 

sample are now showing four od and four id cross sections, see Figure 3.4.1. 
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Figure 3.4.1. Sample with 4 id- and 4 od-weld cross sections. The centre hole shows that it was not possible to get a radially 
directed cross section in all the id welds. 

Standard metallographic preparation was performed and samples were than stored in an incubator. 

The hardness test was performed in automatic Vickers tester with a 25 g load for 10 seconds for each 

impression. The 15 impressions were located at distances 0.02-1.04 mm from the edge of the weld 

following the normal of the edge inwards the material, see Figure 3.4.2. Two measurements were 

performed on each od and id weld. 

 

Figure 3.4.2. Placing of measure points in HV measurement (left) and their distances from the edge (right).  

Before microstructure studies and measurement of the welding dimensions in a microscope the 

samples were etched in nital for 2-3 seconds. Four measurements were performed on each od and id 

weld. The depth of the weld where measured from the weld surface across the center of the weld 

connection to the bottom of the weld, see Figure 4.2.12. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Dimensions and leakage 

The results read from the laser equipment, measured from the weld cross section and the leak tester 

are shown in table 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 in the grey fields, along with the set welding parameters in the 

white fields. The weld dimensions are only reflecting the od welds. The id welds where not possible 

to be cross sectioned radially in the stator due to the small diameter and the thickness of the cutting 

disc, see Figure 3.4.1. 

All the samples passed the leak test except for Sample 23,5 where the weld for some reason did not 

complete the whole circle. It can be seen that the higher Of in Sample 3, 5, and 11 lowered the range 

of weld connection width compared to Sample 2, 4 and 10 respectively. 

Samples 20-29 shows that a lower EPPD lowers all the weld dimensions. 

Table 4.1.1. Results from original weld and Sample 2 to Sample 11. Weld dimensions are mean values from four different 
cross sections except the original which is mean value from eight different cross sections. 
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Table 4.1.2 Results from original weld and Sample 20 to Sample 29. Weld dimensions are mean values from four different 
cross sections except the original which is mean value from eight different cross sections and Sample 23.5 which is mean 
value of two different cross sections

 

 

4.2 Visual appearance and hardness 

In Figures 4.2.1-4.2.39. Visual appearance of welds outside and cross sections are shown followed by 

the hardness result for original weld and the different samples. From these figures it can be seen 

that: 

 No cracks are visible in any of the welds. 

 The samples with the higher Of receive a lower highest hardness and a lower range in 

hardness in the od-weld than the samples with the lower Of.  

 The id-weld make the hardened tower in the center to lose some hardness. 

 

Figure 4.2.1.Visual appearance of original weld, id (left) and od (right). 
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Figure 4.2.2. Cross sections of original weld, id (left) and od (right). 

 

Figure 4.2.3.Hardness in original id weld. 

 

Figure 4.2.4. Hardness in original od weld. 
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Figure 4.2.5. Visual appearance of Sample 2 welds id (left) and od (right) 

  

Figure 4.2.6. Cross sections of Sample 2 welds, id (left) and od (right). 

 

Figure 4.2.7.Hardness in Sample 2. 
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Figure 4.2.8. Visual appearance of Sample 3 welds id (left) and od (right) 

  

Figure 4.2.9. Cross sections of Sample 3 welds, id (left) and od (right). 

 

Figure 4.2.10. Hardness in Sample 3. 
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Figure 4.2.11. Visual appearance of Sample 4 welds id (left) and od (right) 

  

Figure 4.2.12. Cross sections of Sample 4 welds, id (left) and od (right). 

 

Figure 4.2.13. Hardness in sample 4. 
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Figure 4.2.1 4 Visual appearance of Sample 5 welds id (left) and od (right) 

  

Figure 4.2.15. Cross sections of Sample 5 welds, id (left) and od (right). 

 

Figure 4.2.16. Hardness in sample 5. 
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Figure 4.2.17.2 Visual appearance of Sample10 welds id (left) and od (right) 

  

Figure 4.2.18. Cross sections of Sample 10 welds, id (left) and od (right). 

 

Figure 4.2.19. Hardness in sample 10. 
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Figure 4.2.20. Visual appearance of Sample 11 welds id (left) and od (right) 

  

Figure 4.2.21. Cross sections of Sample 11 welds, id (left) and od (right). 

 

Figure 4.2.22. Hardness in sample 11. 
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Figure 4.2.23. Visual appearance of Sample 20 welds id (left) and od (right) 

  

Figure 4.2.24. Cross sections of Sample 20 welds, id (left) and od (right). 

 

Figure 4.2.25. Hardness in sample 20. One od result is deleted though the start position was misplaced. 
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Figure 4.2.26. Visual appearance of Sample 21 welds id (left) and od (right) 

  

Figure 4.2.27. Cross sections of Sample 21 welds, id (left) and od (right). 

 

Figure 4.2.28. Hardness in sample 21. 
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Figure 4.2.29.  Visual appearance of Sample22 welds id (left) and od (right) 

  

Figure 4.2.30. Cross sections of Sample 22 welds, id (left) and od (right). 

 

Figure 4.2.31. Hardness in sample22. 
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Figure 4.2.32. Visual appearance of Sample 23 welds id (left) and od (right) 

  

Figure 4.2.33.Cross sections of Sample 23 welds, id (left) and od (right). 

 

Figure 4.2.34. Hardness in sample23. 
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Figure 4.2.35. Visual appearance of Sample 23,5 od-weld (left) and cross section (right) 

 

Figure 4.2.36. Hardness in sample23,5. 

  

Figure 4.2.37. Visual appearance of Sample 29 welds id (left) and od (right) 
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Figure 4.2.38. Cross sections of Sample 29 welds, id (left) and od (right). 

 

Figure 4.2.39. Hardness in Sample 29. 

 

4.3 Microstructures 

Photos of microstructures in the HAZ of actuator cover, center of weld and HAZ of shim are shown in 

Figures 4.3.1.-4.3.3. 
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Figure 4.3.1 Microstructure in HAZ in actuator cover of Sample 29 od weld. Shim in the bottom, weld to the right, gap to the 
left bottom and unaffected material on the top left. 

 

Figure 4.3.2 Microstructure in center of od weld of Sample 21. Edge in the bottom right. 
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Figure 4.3.3 Microstructure in HAZ in shim of Sample 11. Shim on top of the gap, weld to the left and unaffected shim to the 
right. 

4.4 Visual defects on the outside 

On some samples visual errors where observed which could never be linked to any leakage. Errors 

occurring where tack welds visible outside the hermetic weld, pores, uneven edge of the weld and 

splatter, and, See Figures 4.4.1.-4.4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4.1. Tack weld not covered by the hermetic welding in Sample 22. Same defect also shown in Sample 21, 23, 23.5 
and 29. 
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Figure 4.4.2. Several pores seen in the middle of the weld in Sample 23.5. 

 

Figure 4.4.3. Uneven edge of the weld in sample 11. Same defect also shown in Sample 10 and 23.5. 

 

Figure 4.4.4. Splatter next to the od weld on Sample 2. 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 The method 

When the parameters for the original weld where evaluated at the Amada Company they made a 

sample batch of 220 pieces with the original parameters of which 3 pieces indicated leakage. Sample 

batches in that size is impossible to make in this thesis both in a time and an economical aspect. 

In this thesis there is only one sample of each weld, which in the cutting generates four cross sections 

of the od-weld and four cross sections of the id-weld. All those weld dimensions where measured, 

but only half of them where hardness measured. The statistical value of such sample sizes is low, but 

the purpose is to see in which direction a parameter change will affect the weld, not to see what 

value it gets, and that purpose has been fulfilled even with this low amount of samples. It is 

impossible though to say if the leakage is better or not with only one piece compared to the Amada 

Company’s 220 pieces. 

The cross sections of the id-weld where taken away from the results though the tiny diameter made 

them impossible to cut in a radius direction as can be seen in Figure 4.3.1. 

The hardness measurements where made before etching. That made it hard to locate the best start 

position, and for example one of the measurements in the od-weld of Sample 20 where so off the 

center of the weld that it was not representative at all and the measurement where deleted from the 

results. 

There are proven to be areas and lines in the weld and HAZ that are harder or softer than others. Of 

course some of the measure points hit those lines or areas and some do not, so the hardness profiles 

in the results may miss some of the peak values. It is impossible to fill the area with measure points 

but if more tests would be done in the future, a recommendation from this study would be to put the 

measure points closer the first 0.2 mm, and skip the last five measure points. 

5.2 Hermetic sealing 

To be hermetic, the weld need to be free from cracks and pores that can connect the outside from 

the inside. There also has to be a connection width along the whole weld. If the overlapping factor is 

too small, one can imagine the weld connection width to be wider under the center of a spot and 

narrower between two spots. This reasoning could also be seen in my results if comparing Samples 2, 

4 and 10 with Samples 3, 5 and 11 respectively in Table 4.1.1. The first ones has a lower overlapping 

factor than the second ones, and they also have a higher range in the weld connection width, and 

almost all the other weld dimensions. 

All the samples passed the leak test except for the 23.5 sample which could not be leak tested 

though the weld process for some undefined reason did not complete the whole circle. The lowest 

weld connection width detected was 0.178 mm in Sample 23 and 0.168 mm in Sample 23.5. Even if 

the weld depth where lower than the thickness of the shim, there was a weld connection width, 

because the laser spot that was positioned over the edge of the shim also melted the visual actuator 

cover. Shim material flooded down and was mixed with actuator cover materials as can be seen in 

the cross section in Figure 4.2.35. 

It is not likely to believe that the weld in Sample 23.5 would pass the leak test because of all the 

visible pores in Figure 4.2.35 and 4.4.2. According to the literature, porosity is more likely to develop 

when the Peak power is high and welding are performed in keyhole mode with vaporized material. 

This cannot be the case here though this is a conduction weld with the lowest Peak power of all the 
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samples. In Figure 4.4.2 one can imagine from the outlook of the last spot and the regularly recurring 

of the pores, that the low Peak power and EPPD results in a to low amount of remelted material that 

the weld wont fill its own tracks completely. 

At first when evaluating Figure 4.4.3, I draw the conclusion that the weld did not capture the shim 

completely. But when comparing the same appearance in Figure 4.4.2 I am not so sure any more. It 

could also be flooding shim material with bad wetting to the actuator cover. According to the leak 

results in Sample 10 and 11 it has no influence on the hermetic sealing. 

Splatters do not seem to effect the hermetic sealing, even though it can be seen in Figure 4.4.4 that 

the weld spots are losing some of their regularity near by the splatter. 

5.3 Weld dimensions 

The visual appearance of the welds can be compared with Figure 2.2.7 where fig a and b shows 

conduction mode and transition mode respectively. The visual appearance of Samples 3, 4 and 5 

shows that they are losing their roundness, see Figures 4.2.8, 4.2.11 and 4.2.14. Those welds are also 

obviously in the transition state as they have a more triangular than round cross section, see Figures 

4.2.9, 4.2.12 and 4.2.15, and has aspect ratios between 40 and 56 %.  The Samples 4 and 5 have the 

highest Peak power in the test, 0.7 kW. Samples 3, 4 and 5 have the highest EPPD in the test, 14500-

17200 W/mm2. This correlates well with Malek Ghaini. F. et al [9] who says that higher EPPD makes 

deeper welds.  

The Samples 3, 4 and 5 also have really low Energy density compared to the others in the test. 

Chelladurai et al [5] show in figure 2.2.6 that transition mode could be predicted by Energy density, 

where higher Energy density predicts higher aspect ratio, but my results does not correlate with this 

study at all.  

Sample 3 has the same laser pulse shape and Peak power as Sample 2, but the higher Of (decreased 

feed rate) in Sample 3 makes the EPPD rise to 16347 W/mm2 compared to Sample 2 whose EPPD is 

the same as the original weld, 12477 W/mm2. Sample 2 is a bit odd though the spots are not 

perfectly rounded and the aspect ratio is even higher (42,4 %) than Sample 3 (39,9 %), but the shape 

of the cross section seems very rounded instead of triangular, see Figures 4.2.5 and 4.2.6.  

The other Samples all have lower EPPD and shows perfectly round spots and their cross sections are 

typically conduction welds with low aspect ratios, see Tables 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. It can also be seen that 

the lower EPPD value, the smoother the surface on the visual appearance pictures in section 4.2. This 

correlates well with Chelladurai A. M. et al [5] who writes that the conductive weld is free from 

undercut, porosity and spatter. A smooth surface could be useful if vibrations in the application turn 

out to make cracks start growing from the uneven weld surfaces.  

In some samples the hermetic weld where not completely covering the tack weld that can be seen in 

Figure 4.4.1. Those samples have the narrowest weld width in the test. Ventrella et al [6] found the 

weld width to be depending on the Pulse energy, which is not the case in this test, Se Table 4.1.2 and 

Figure 3.3.5. The Laser pulse energy of the tack weld is only 1.25 J compared to the others that have 

a Laser pulse energy of 3.3 J. What Ventrella actually changed where the Peak power in square 

shaped pulses of 4 ms. In this test the Laser pulse energy where kept by elongating the Laser pulse 

time and lowering the Peak power. It can also be seen in the Table 4.1.2 that the Peak power of the 

laser pulses in the samples that do not cover the tack welds are the same as in the tack weld, 0.5 kW 

or lower. So my conclusion is that Peak power in conduction welds also decides the weld width. 
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5.4 Microstructures  

In Figure 4.3.1 the unaffected material of the actuator cover is shown in the top left corner. It 

consists of ferrite (white grains) and perlite (dark striped grains). In the bottom right corner the 

material have been remelted and shim and actuator cover material are mixed and welded together. 

On the diagonal between these two corners the material have experienced different top 

temperature and cooling rates, different transformations have occurred. The HAZ starts where the 

perlite grains change color to light grey. The ferrite grains are unaffected. The material has past the 

A1 line in Figure 2.3.6, but not the A3 line. This material has been transformed to Ferrite + austenite 

before cooling. It is difficult to say what the perlite have been transformed to but probably 

martensite due to the quick cooling rate occurring in the tiny weld and the measured hardness in the 

area though martensite needles cannot be seen. Ventrella et al [6] describes that an increase of Laser 

pulse energy coarsen the grains in the HAZ. This cannot be seen in my tests though no grain size 

changes at all can be discovered in the HAZ.  

Further down to the right corner the grain boundaries are getting darker and more needle like. It 

looks like martensitic formation in the grain boundaries in the same way as Pekkarinen [13] 

describes, see Figure 2.3.3. It can also be formation of columnar grains growing in the grain 

boundaries as described by [6], [9]. Nucleation of equiaxed grains can also be seen in the ferrite 

grains.  

Closer to the corner al of the material is remelted and new martensitic grains are developed. It is 

hard to distinguish columnar grains in the border between the remelted zone and the HAZ that is 

described by [6], [9] the remelted zone is not as obvious as in Figure 2.3.1. Instead the remelted zone 

is defined by the closing of the gap. 

In Figure 4.3.2, a martensitic structure can be seen in the center of the weld. The martensite 

correlates with the hardness. No columnar grains can be distinguished as Calledurai et al [5] 

describes in Figure 2.3.2. 

The microstructure of the shim, seen in Figure 4.3.3, shows a rolled material with extended grains in 

the lateral direction. As they enter the HAZ grain growth happens as described by Ventrella et al [6]. 

The long grains change to wider and shorter. Further in, nucleation is taking place and dendritic 

structure can be seen inside the new small grains, also described by Ventrella et al [6]. In the upper 

left corner martensitic structure of the remelted zone is visible. 

5.5 Hardness 

The deeper the weld, the more actuator cover material is melted and the more shallow the weld is 

the bigger part of the melted material consists from shim material with lower carbon content. That’s 

why a variation in carbon content can be assumed between the higher EPPD and lower EPPD welds. 

In the welds with a big amount of melted shim material compared with the amount of actuator cover 

material, a carbon content gradient can also be assumed along the weld depth because of not 

homogeny mixing of the liquid metals. 

In Figure 4.2.30 hardness measure points can be seen and located to welded zone or HAZ. In Figure 

4.2.31, the correlating values can be detected from the points on the graph. Starting from the surface 

in the od-weld the hardness is about 350 HV and it stays between 300 and 400 HV in the first three 

impressions. According to the location of those impressions one can draw the conclusion that this 

almost consists of former shim material with a carbon content of 0.12 %. Further into the material 

there comes a point in the welded zone where a higher carbon content can be assumed due to a mix 
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of shim material and actuator cover material with 0.43 % carbon. Here the hardness is about 500 HV. 

In the HAZ there is only actuator cover material and the hardness reaches the top value around 600 

HV. Those hardness values correlates with Ion J. [12] who writes that it is hard to make a laser weld 

in 0.4% carbon steel under 450 HV, see Figure 2.6.1. The next point is just outside the HAZ and gives 

the same value as al the following points, just around 300 HV.  

If comparing the hardness in the od-weld of Samples 2, 4 and 10 which are welded with an Of of 64 % 

and a higher feed rate with the Samples 3, 5 and 11 which are welded with the same laser pulses 

respectively but a higher Of, 71-75 % and the original feed rate. The higher Of is also shown in the 

visual appearance of those welds, compare for instance Figure 4.2.5 and Figure 4.2.8. It can be seen 

that the ones with the higher Of has a lower maximum hardness, 500 HV, compared with the ones 

with a lower Of that has a maximal hardness over 600 HV. The hardness for the ones with the lower 

Of also fluctuate more, se Figures 4.2.7, 4.2.10, 4.2.13, 4.2.16, 4.2.19 and 4.2.22. This correlates well 

with Malek Ghaini et al [9]. Katayama S. [2] says that the hardness of the weld is related to the heat 

input though the elongated heat time would make a heat treatment. In Tables 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, the 

Effective incident energy is the welding parameter that combines the laser pulse energy with the Of 

and gives the heat input for the weld. It gives a good correlation to the Samples 2-11 and their 

hardness, but it does not correlate if comparing with the original weld or Sample 20-23,5, which all 

have higher Effective incident energy and higher maximal hardness than Sample 3, 5 and 11. I 

assume that the higher Of that makes the center of the weld to be illuminated in average 3.7 times 

instead of 2.6 times i.e. Sample 2 and 3 (Laser spot size divided by Distance between shooting), alone 

has the influence on the hardness in this test. Each pulse cause a sphere in the material with 

martensite in the welded zone and a hard mix of microstructures in the HAZ. When those spheres are 

overlapping each other they are heat threatening each other. 3.7 heat treatments seem to be better 

than 2.6 heat treatments to lower the fluctuation and the highest hardness in the weld and in the 

HAZ. 3.7 overlapping weldings should also contribute to a better mix of materials in the weld and 

homogenize the carbon content better.  

In the third set of tests I wanted to evaluate if an extended tail over 10 ms would improve the 

hardness or if it would be better to cut down on the energy in each tail and use it to shoot more 

often, and thereby also increase the feed rate. Sample 22 and 29 were made. In Table 4.1.2. it could 

be seen that they have the same weld connection width, and almost the same other welding 

dimensions. When comparing the od-weld hardness in Figure 4.2.31 and 4.2.39, it can be seen that 

Sample 22 with the longer tail has a highest hardness around 600 HV in the od-weld. Sample 29 with 

the shorter tail and the higher feed rate that generates 20 pulses per second instead of 14, has a 

highest hardness in the od-weld between 450 and 550 HV. Though there were not many tests done it 

is hard to draw any strong conclusions. But it seems like more pulses per second have a better 

improvement on the hardness of the od-weld than an elongated tail over 10 ms. Perhaps a shorter 

time between the pulses can hold the temperature high enough for diffusion in the HAZ better than 

the low power in the extended tail? 

The hardness in the id-weld can be estimated from the hardness figure for each sample. In the 

unaffected zone the hardness value is between 600-800 HV. The id-weld is heat threatening the 

hardened tower in the center of the actuator cover. This is obvious when comparing the measure 

points in the id-weld in Figure 4.2.38 with the values in Figure 4.2.39. Point number six at 0.2 mm 

distance from the edge is definitely out in the HAZ where the carbon level should remain 0.43 % the 

hardness is here lowered to 400-450 HV. All the samples receive a hardness value around 450 HV in 

the HAZ. Samples 10, 20, 21, 23 and 29 all receive a lowest level in the id-weld between 300-350 HV 

while Samples original, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11 all receive a lowest level of 400 HV in the id-weld. This could 
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depend on not as good homogeneity of the mixed materials. If there are areas with a lower carbon 

rate, they will receive a lower hardness. In Tables 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, it could be found that those 

samples with the softest lowest level in the id-weld all have an EPPD value under 11500 W/mm2 

while the others have an EPPD value higher than 12477 W/mm2. Maybe a certain EPPD value is 

needed for a good mixture of the welded materials? 

One thing to have in mind is that the welding parameters do not have to be the same for the od-weld 

and the id-weld, though they are not exposed to the same mechanical conditions. 
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6 Conclusions 

The following conclusions are drawn from the different tests: 

 A high Of lowers the weld dimensions range. 

 A Peak power under 0.4 kW and an EPPD lower than 8300 W/mm2 may induce pores, 

probably due to a too low amount of melted material to fill the welded track. 

 Visual defects like tack-welding not covered by the hermetic weld, splatter or uneven edge of 

the weld, see Figures 4.4.1, 4.4.3, 4.4.4, don’t seem to affect the hermetic sealing. 

 Higher EPPD makes deeper welds. 

 Energy density is not a reliable indicator to find the transition mode in this application. 

 Lower EPPD values makes a smooth welded surface. 

 Peak power has a bigger impact on the weld width than Laser pulse energy has in this 

application. 

 No grain coarsening occurs in the HAZ of the actuator cover. 

 Nucleation of equiaxed grains can be seen in the Ferrite grains in the HAZ. 

 Martensite is formed in the weld and in the HAZ. 

 Grain growth occurs in HAZ of the shim, as well as nucleation and growth of dendritic 

structure. 

 A carbon gradient is assumed in the weld due to the different carbon content in the shim and 

actuator cover in combination with not complete mixing of the two materials in the weld. A 

high EPPD value seem to improve the homogeneity of the weld bed. 

 Higher Of makes lower maximal hardness and less fluctuation of hardness. 

 Effective incident energy is not a reliable indicator to predict maximal hardness in this 

application. 

 More pulses per second is preferred rather than elongated tail of the laser pulse when it 

comes to lower the highest hardness of the od-weld. 

 The hardened tower in the center of the actuator cover is being heat treated by the id-weld 

where the hardness is lowered from around 700 HV to 400 HV which can affect the desired 

mechanical functions in this application. 

My suggestion for the od-weld is therefore something like Sample 11 with an EPPD around 

13000W/mm2 for a smooth surface and a good mix of materials, an Of between 71-75% to make the 

weld dimensions range and the highest hardness lower and also a lowered Peak power to 0.5 kW 

because it seems high enough for the weld connection width when the weld dimensions ranges are 

lower. Lowering the Peak power can also help speeding up the weld process. For the id-weld the 

higher Of is not recommend, though it lowers the hardness. The original weld seem to be a good 

choice for the id-weld. 
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7 Further studies 

A longitudinal hardness measurement from the weld along the shim could reveal eventual brittleness 

in the HAZ. The unevenness in the border between the weld and the shim where the HAZ is located 

could be a crack initiation point and then brittleness can be a hazard. Therefore this would be 

interesting to investigate further. 
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